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Deli E3870 binding machine
Deli E3870 binder enables you to bind sheets of paper up to A4 size. It can make up to 21 holes in up to 12 sheets of paper at one time.
It can also bind up to 350 sheets of paper. Moreover, you can adjust the width of the margins, and thanks to its ergonomic design, you
don't have to use too much force. 
 
Binding machine and puncher in one
It  can punch up to  12 A4 70g sheets  at  a  time and makes up to  21 holes.  The high quality  blades ensure incredibly  fast  and precise
punching and the waste bin means you don't have to worry about the mess. The machine can also bind up to 350 sheets of paper at
once, plus you can adjust the width of the margins.
 
Thoughtful design
The binding machine is designed to provide you with maximum comfort. Thanks to its carefully thought-out design, punching the sheets
does not require much effort. Ergonomic handle fits perfectly in your hand and makes the device extremely comfortable to use. The high
quality blade ensures precise cutting, so you can forget about uneven and jagged edges.
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Deli
Model
E3870
Number of holes
Up to 21
Holes dimensions
3x8mm
Max punch capacity
12 sheets (A4, 70g)
Max bind capacity
350 sheets
Dimensions
385x275x360mm
Weight
3.46kg

Preço:

Antes: € 47.5026

Agora: € 42.50

Escritório, Comb Binding Machine
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